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The Sibast Furniture collection features 
respectful reissues and refinements of 
iconic furniture by Helge Sibast that stay 
true to the open-minded and playful char-
acter of the 1950s and 60s. Preserving 
the original craftsmanship and timeless 
appearance, the collection also features 
new and contemporary designs. A vibrant 
combination that carries on the Sibast 
aesthetics and design heritage to future 
generations.

The story of Sibast Furniture is a family 
history of proud wooden furniture mak-
ing dating back to 1908. Today, the fourth 
generation is running Sibast Furniture 
with the same attention to detail, crafts-
manship, and quality as the ancestors 
while also adding new perspectives and 
creating new design stories. 

Refounded by Ditlev Sibast and his wife, 
Anna, in 2012, the Danish family company 
has now embarked on a new era. A new 
chapter driven by a passion for design 
that stands the test of time and a commit-
ment to preserve and continue the design 
legacy of the Sibast family, deeply rooted 
in Helge Sibast’s original designs.

Sibast’s aesthetics has roots in the Danish 
Modern movement of the 1950s and 60s, 
when Sibast Furniture gained an interna-
tional reputation with highly functional 
furniture of sublime quality and crafts-
manship by Helge Sibast, who was an 
accomplished cabinetmaker in his time.  

Even though the company was for some 
time not in family hands, the copyright 
to Helge Sibast’s designs remained with-
in the Sibast family. With the No 8 chair 
as the point of departure and renowned 
signature design, selected pieces are now 
brought into the 21st century, and new 
designs are created in collaboration with 
contemporary designers. Designers who 
share the Sibast values and the dedica-
tion to renew and carry on a Danish de-
sign heritage. 

To renew and carry on a danish design heriTage







a family sTory of proud wooden furniTure making daTing back To 1908



SIBAST No 8

Designed by Helge Sibast in 1953, the 
dining chair No 8 soon after made its 
way to homes all over the world due 
to its sublime quality and iconic de-
sign by the Danish furniture architect 
and cabinetmaker. The chair has been 
relaunched by the fourth generation 
of the Sibast family as a vital design 
classic from the Danish Modern move-
ment as well as a signature of Sibast 
Furniture. 

The characteristic y-shaped legs, the 
floating seat and the press mould-
ed backrest of the chair demand 
high-quality craftsmanship in order to 
create the unique expression. The bold 
and complex design of the iconic chair 
was perfected by Helge Sibast in the 
workshop and has an inherent beauty 
that transcends time and place. A true 
design classic to treasure and to pass 
on to future generations. 



a danish design classic relaunched
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Sibast No 8
Dining chair
Helge Sibast
1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 73,5 cm/28.9 inches
SH: 45  cm/17.7 inches
W:54,5 cm/21.5 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 
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SIBAST No 7 FAMILY



adding new perspecTives and creaTing new design sTories



SIBAST No 7

The ageless dining chair No 7 designed 
by Helge Sibast in 1953 has a unique 
character and a bold design. As an accom-
plished cabinetmaker and furniture archi-
tect, Helge Sibast not only designed but 
personally crafted his original furniture, 
which often challenged traditional ways 
of working with wood.

The characteristic moulded backrest is a 
defining element that not only lends the 
chair its bold personality but also ensures 
outstanding seating comfort. The gently 
tapered back legs give the design a light 
and elegant appearance. Likewise, the 
seat construction lifts the seat free of the 
legs, contributing to the clean and simple 
expression. An original dining chair of en-
during beauty and quality. 



from 1953 - a bold original
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wiTh The same aTTenTion To deTail, crafTsmanship, and qualiTy as The ancesTors

Sibast No 7
Dining chair
Helge Sibast
1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 73,5 cm/28.9 inches
SH:45  cm/17.7 inches
W:  54 cm/21.3 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 



SIBAST No 7 LOUNGE

The unique lounge chair takes its inspi-
ration from the ageless No 7 dining chair 
designed by Helge Sibast in 1953. Carrying 
on the high-quality craftsmanship and de-
sign heritage from his grandfather, Ditlev 
Sibast designed the lounge chair as a re-
spectful and endearing transformation of 
the original dining chair together with his 
wife, Anna, and in cooperation with New 
York-based designer Marcus Hannibal.

The kinship with the dining chair No 7 is 
emphasised by the large moulded back-
rest and the gently tapered back legs. Oth-
er key qualities of the design include the 
laid-back comfort and simple expression. 
The lounge chair descends from the time-
less beauty of the Danish Modern move-
ment and is a bold and extraordinary de-
sign made with the fundamental attention 
to detail that runs in the Sibast family.

a respecTful and endearing TransformaTion
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Sibast No 7 Lounge
Lounge chair
Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2017 inspired by Sibast No 7 from 1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 68,5 cm/27 inches
SH: 35  cm/13.8 inches
W:   71 cm/28 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 



SIBAST No 7 BAR

a design heriTage renewed 





The refined barstool is the latest member 
of the Sibast No 7 family. It takes its origin 
from the timeless Sibast No 7 dining chair 
designed in 1953 by Helge Sibast and 
pays homage to the lines and the spirit 
of the Danish Modern movement from a 
contemporary perspective. The barstool 
was conceived in a close collaboration 
between the New York-based Danish 
designer Marcus Hannibal and Anna and 
Ditlev Sibast.

Using the unique details from the Sibast 
No 7, such as the large moulded backrest 
and the tapered back legs, the dining 
chair has been transformed into the bold 
and generous Sibast No 7 barstool. The 
upholstered seat and large backrest make 
the barstool exceptionally comfortable. 
It comes in two heights and fits perfectly 
into private residences as well as restau-
rants, bars and hotels. The new family 
member is of the same high quality and 
craftsmanship that form the backbone of 
the entire Sibast Furniture collection.
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Sibast No 7 Bar
Bar stool 
Anna & Ditlev Sibast 
2017 inspired by Sibast No 7 from 1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
Counter  H:   90 cm/35.4 inches 
 SH: 65 cm/25.6 inches 
 W:  54 cm/21.3 inches
Bar  H: 100 cm/39.4 inches 
 SH: 75 cm/29.5 inches 
 W:  54 cm/21.3 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY: 

DIMENSIONS:











ever since excellenT qualiTy and crafTsmanship 
have been guiding principles of sibasT furniTure



a gifT we wish To share



SIBAST No 1 SIDE TABLE



56

35 25

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
TABLE TOP: 
DIMENSIONS: 

Sibast No 1
Side table 
Helge Sibast
1950’s
Solid oak & brass 
Soap/dark oil
Black glass/white marble
H: 56 cm/22 inches
L:  35  cm/13.8 inches
W: 25 cm/9.8 inches



The exclusive and elegant side table 
was designed by Helge Sibast in the late 
1950s. He made it as a gift for his wife, 
and for many years only three bespoke 
pieces existed, handed down as precious 
gifts within the family until they found 
their present home with Anna and Ditlev 
Sibast.

The side table has been put into produc-
tion by the current owners of the family 
company with the purpose of sharing this 
warm gift and beautiful design. Originally, 
the side table was made with a black glass 
plate in the centre of the table top, em-
phasising the minimalist design. Today, 
the tabletop is available in a variety of 
exclusive materials and finishes that com-
plement the simple wooden structure and 
allow for an individual appearance.
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SIBAST No 2 TABLE

The Sibast No 2 dining table takes its in-
spiration from the minimalist No 1 side 
table by Helge Sibast. It is an extension 
and interpretation of this timeless design 
from the late 1950s and respects Helge 
Sibast’s principle that a chair should nev-
er be hidden under a table, but placed 
beside it. 

The dining table is a refined design that 
combines function and aesthetics from 
a new perspective. It was designed by 
Anna and Ditlev Sibast assisted by the in-
sight and expertise of Bodil Sibast, who 
followed in the footsteps of her father, 
Helge Sibast, as a furniture designer and 
cabinetmaker. True to the philosophy of 
Helge Sibast, the stringent, narrow dining 
table highlights the beauty of the chairs 
beside it.  

a minimalisTic design revisiTed 



85 / 95

74

200 / 240

Sibast No 2 Table

Dining table
Extension panels available 
W 85 & 95 cm/ 33.5 & 37.4 inches 
L: 50 cm / 19.7 inches

Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2015
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/dark oil/smoked
H: 74 cm/29.1 inches
L:  200 & 240 cm/78.7 & 94.5 inches
W:   85 &  95 cm/33.5 & 37.4 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 

DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
DIMENSIONS: 







SIBAST No 3 TABLE

commiTmenT To preserve and conTinue The design legacy of The sibasT family

 74 Ø 120

Sibast No 3 Table

Dining table 
Extension panels available
W 120 cm/ 47.2 inches 
L: 50 cm / 19.7 inches

Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2018
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/dark oil/smoked
H:  74 cm/29.1 inches
Ø:120 cm/47.2 inches
L: 120-220 cm/47.2-86.6 inches

NAME: 

TYPE: 

DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 

DIMENSIONS:





he embraced The crafTsmanship and classic virTues



Sibast Furniture - the carpentry in 1960 

Surrounded by wood of the finest quality, 
Helge Sibast felt at home in the workshop 
and had a natural urge to explore the art 
of furniture making. The skills and the 
passion were passed on to him by his 
father, who founded the family company 
in 1908. Ever since, excellent quality and 
craftsmanship have been the guiding 
principles of Sibast Furniture.

As an accomplished furniture designer 
and cabinetmaker, Helge Sibast had 
an invaluable understanding of both 
aesthetics and comfort. He strived for 
an honest, yet refined expression, drew 
innumerable sketches and continuously 
improved the shape and functionality by 
hand in the workshop.

The iconic pieces created by Helge Sibast 
during the 1950s and 60s encapsulate the 
power and beauty of the Danish Modern 
movement. He embraced the craftsmans-
hip and classic virtues, leaving behind a 
remarkable Danish design heritage of 
timeless pieces. To be renewed and car-
ried on by future generations of the Sibast 
family.

Helge Sibast 1908-1984

leaving behind a remarkable danish design heriTage of 
Timeless pieces











a collecTion ThaT passes a danish design heriTage 
on To fuTure generaTions



NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
TABLE TOP: 
DIMENSIONS: 

56

35 25

Sibast No 1
Side table 
Helge Sibast
1950’s
Solid oak & brass 
Soap/dark oil
Black glass/white marble
H: 56 cm/22 inches
L:  35  cm/13.8 inches
W: 25 cm/9.8 inches

Sibast No 2 Table

Dining table
Extension panels available - square 
W 85 & 95 cm/ 33.5 & 37.4 inches 
L: 50 cm / 19.7 inches

Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2015
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/dark oil/smoked
H: 74 cm/29.1 inches
L:  200 & 240 cm/78.7 & 94.5 inches
W:   85 &  95 cm/33.5 & 37.4 inches

 85 / 95

74

200 / 240

NAME: 
TYPE: 

DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
DIMENSIONS: 

74
Ø 120 

NAME: 

TYPE: 

DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 

DIMENSIONS:

Sibast No 3 Table

Dining table 
Extension panels available
W 120 cm/ 47.2 inches 
L: 50 cm / 19.7 inches

Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2018
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/dark oil/smoked
H:  74 cm/29.1 inches
Ø:120 cm/47.2 inches
L: 120-220 cm/47.2-86.6 inches
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Sibast No 8
Dining chair
Helge Sibast
1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 73,5 cm/28.9 inches
SH: 45  cm/17.7 inches
W:54,5 cm/21.5 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 

Sibast No 7
Dining chair
Helge Sibast
1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 73,5 cm/28.9 inches
SH:45  cm/17.7 inches
W:  54 cm/21.3 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 

Sibast No 7 Lounge
Lounge chair
Anna & Ditlev Sibast
2017 inspired by Sibast No 7 from 1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
H: 68,5 cm/27 inches
SH: 35  cm/13.8 inches
W:   71 cm/28 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY:

DIMENSIONS: 

Sibast No 7 Bar
Bar stool 
Anna & Ditlev Sibast 
2017 inspired by Sibast No 7 from 1953
Solid oak
Soap/oil/white oil/lacquer/black/smoked
Leather/wool/velvet
by Sorensen Leather/Kvadrat
Counter  H:   90 cm/35.4 inches 
 SH: 65 cm/25.6 inches 
 W:  54 cm/21.3 inches
Bar  H: 100 cm/39.4 inches 
 SH: 75 cm/29.5 inches 
 W:  54 cm/21.3 inches

NAME: 
TYPE: 
DESIGN: 
YEAR OF DESIGN ORIGIN:
MATERIAL: 
TREATMENT: 
UPHOLSTERY: 

DIMENSIONS:
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